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Plasmonic mode conversion is an important topic for realizing the coupling between conventional optical
and plasmonic waveguides, and between plasmonic waveguides. However, the switchable mode conversion
between the symmetric and the antisymmetric modes propagating along metal slab waveguides, which are among
well-known prototypes of surface plasmon polariton (SPP) modes, has never been reported, to our knowledge.
In this paper, we suggested the conversion between the symmetric and the antisymmetric modes by introducing
a gyration-managed metal slab waveguide link with the zero-averaged gyration. The symmetric (antisymmetric)
mode can be converted to the antisymmetric (symmetric) mode with ultrahigh conversion efficiency more
than 98%.
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Thanks to the intrinsic properties of surface plasmon
polaritons, which confine light in nanoscale, plasmonic
waveguides are regarded as nano-optical waveguides, which
are key elements for the development of next-generation inte-
grated nanophotonic circuits [1–3]. Especially, the metal slab,
also called the insulator-metal-insulator (IMI) waveguides are
considered as one of the most simple and ideal plasmonic
nanowaveguides, in which two modes are existed: symmetric
and antisymmetric mode, which are so-called long-range (LR)
and short-range (SR) SPP modes [3–5]. LRSPPs have a wide
range of applications, including biosensors and optical inte-
grated circuits, due to its long propagation length and low loss.
And SRSPP has been applied in wideband absorption ampli-
fication due to its high mode confinement and loss. Thus, vast
research for excitation and control of the plasmon mode in
the metal slab waveguides has been performed. Among these,
the plasmonic mode converter [6–21] can further enhance the
practicability of plasmonics by realizing the coupling between
conventional optical mode and plasmonic mode [6–12], and
between plasmonic modes [13–21]. However, up to now, the
structure for the conversion between plasmonic modes are
mainly focused on the metal-insulator-metal (MIM) waveg-
uides [15–19] or metal double wire system [20,21], and most
of the mode conversions are achieved by varying path geome-
try or dielectric environment and by using selective cavities or
a actively induced-permittivity asymmetry [13–21]. And the
mode conversion between the symmetric and antisymmetric
modes in the metal slab waveguide has never been performed,
except for a mode conversion between LR and SR modes
using a lattice structure in asymmetric dielectric plasmonic
waveguide, with a conversion efficiency of up to 18% without
switching capabilities in Ref. [14].
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On the other hand, the magneto-optical (MO) effect has the
advantage of much higher switching speed compared to other
effects such as electro-optical [22,23], thermo-optical [24,25]
effects. Using magneto-optical effect, the switching speed can
be easily reached to the GHz range and modulations in the
THz range could also be achieved by controlling the mag-
netization with femtosecond light pulses [26–30]. This has
led to the proposal of magnetoplasmonic modulators [31–38].
In particular, in switchable magnetoplasmonic routers [39,40]
the high-contrast plasmonic mode modulation by using the
magneto-optical effect in the gyrotropic medium has been
suggested, which gives us inspiration to develop useful plas-
monic devices such as plasmonic mode converters.

In this paper, we suggested an efficient mode conversion
between symmetric and antisymmetric mode based on the MO
effect in a metal slab waveguide with gyrotropic medium.
In the presence of an external magnetic field, SPP modes in
the waveguides exhibit a significant degree of magnetically
induced mode asymmetry in its spatial distribution. During
the analytical and numerical study, we reveal that the mode
asymmetry can be completely reversed by the magnetic field
direction inversion and the incident mode switching. On the
other hand, it was confirmed that a high-contrast distribution
of field intensity to one interface of the waveguide by in-
termode coupling during propagation through the waveguide
and it can also be perfectly switched to the other interface
due to the magnetic field direction inversion and the incident
mode switching. These interesting results lead us to present
a symmetric/antisymmetric mode converter by introducing
gyration-inverted waveguide link with a characteristic length
and gyration. The proposed system has ultrahigh conversion
efficiency more than 98%.

First, we study a mode asymmetry according to magnetic
field direction and incident mode. Let us consider plasmon
modes propagating in the structure as shown in Fig. 1(a),
where a metal film is surrounded by gyrotropic media.
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FIG. 1. (a) Metal slab waveguide surrounded by gyrotropic me-
dia. The structure is under an external magnetic field M in the
transverse y direction. (b) Magnetically induced mode asymmetry
of odd and even mode according to g in the magnetoplasmonic
waveguide with t = 100 nm at λ = 800 nm, as shown in (a). The
solid curves are by Eq. (5) and the circles are by numerical mode
solutions of Eq. (2).

The permittivity tensor ε̂ of the gyrotropic medium can be
expressed as

ε̂ =
⎛
⎝ εd 0 ig

0 εd 0
−ig 0 εd

⎞
⎠. (1)

Here g is the gyration of the gyrotropic medium under an
external magnetic field M in the transverse y direction and
is expressed by g = aM, where a is the magneto-optical sus-
ceptibility. For the fundamental TM mode, we can get the
following dispersion relation from the Maxwell equation and
boundary conditions:

e−t/δ = qm + q−g

qm − q−g

qm + qg

qm − qg
, (2)

where δ is the Skin depth defined as δ = 1/2km, qm = km/εm,
q−g = (εd kd − gβ )/(ε2

d − g2), qg = (εd kd + gβ )/(ε2
d − g2),

k2
m = β2 − k2

0εm, k2
d = β2 − k2

0 (ε2
2 − g2)/ε2, t is the thickness

of the metal film, β is the propagation constant, and εm and
εd are permittivity of the metal and the gyrotropic medium,
respectively. From the dispersion relation (2), we can get
solutions for two modes: odd and even mode. These modes
become the symmetric and antisymmetric modes in the
structure in the absence of external magnetic field. However,

an external magnetic field in the transverse y direction induce
an asymmetry of the mode distribution. We define degree of
the magnetically induced mode asymmetry as

m =
∣∣∣∣Hy(z = −t/2)

Hy(z = t/2)

∣∣∣∣, (3)

where Hy(z = −t/2) and Hy(z = t/2) are the magnetic field
component at the bottom and top interfaces of the waveguide,
respectively. From the continuity of the magnetic field com-
ponent, the asymmetry degree can be expressed as

m = qm + qg

qm − q−g
et/2δ. (4)

Let us consider the case that the metal film thickness t is larger
than the Skin depth δ. If we assume g/εd � 1, we can get an
analytical expression for the asymmetry as

mo(e) ≈ (−)
√

1 + (g/gc)2 − g/gc, (5)

where the superscripts o and e represent the odd and even
modes, respectively. And gc is a characteristic gyration ex-
pressed by

gc = 2εd (−εd/εm)1/2e−t/2δ. (6)

From Eq. (6), the value of gc is 0.042 if we assume that
t = 100 nm, λ = 800 nm, εd = 6.25 and the metal is silver.
This value can be exponentially reduced by increasing the
metal thickness t . In the case of t = 110 nm, gc = 0.026,
we note that the experimentally observed gyration values of
0.03 or 0.06 for bisubstituted iron garnet (BIG) have been
reported [41,42]. As one can see in Eq. (5), for the metal film
thickness exceeding the skin depth, the asymmetry degree can
be broadly tunable by introducing a small value of g. We note
that g = ±gc corresponds to mo = √

2 ∓ 1. From Eq. (5), the
following valuable relations are easily derived:

m(g) · m(−g) = 1,

mo · me ≈ −1. (7)

The above relation shows the reversal of magnetically induced
mode asymmetry by magnetic field direction inversion and
mode switching. We can confirm this relation in Fig. 1(b).
This shows the mode asymmetry for the odd (red curves) and
even (blue curves) modes with respect to g in the structure
of Fig. 1(a), with t = 100 nm at λ = 800 nm. The diago-
nal permittivity of the gyrotropic medium is assumed to be
εd = 6.25. The experimental data for the permittivity of silver
[43] are used as εm. The asymmetry from Eq. (5) (solid curves)
agrees well with the results from numerical mode solution of
Eq. (2) (circles). In particular, this figure clearly shows the
relation (7).

Next, based on above-mentioned mode asymmetry, we
study a plasmonic modulation of propagation mode in the
metal slab waveguide with two domains under different mag-
netic field, as shown in Fig. 2(a). Let us assume that the
symmetric (antisymmetric) SPP mode is incident to the left
port of the structure. At a boundary between the two domains,
the incident mode is expanded to a linear combination of odd
and even modes,

Hy(x, z) = c1Ho
y (z)exp(iβox) + c2He

y (z)exp(iβex). (8)
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FIG. 2. (a) Configuration for high-contrast plasmonic modulation. It consists of two domains with and without the external magnetic field.
(b) The field intensity contrast R between the interfaces of the waveguide of (a) according to g. The red and blue color represent the symmetric
and antisymmetric incident mode, respectively. The solid line shows the analytical results by Eq. (12) and the crosses are the numerical results.
(c) Numerical simulation results of distribution of |Hy|2 for the points A, B, C, D in (b). Here, the value of gc (= 0.042) is calculated by Eq. (6).
Other parameters are same as in Fig. 1(b). We did not consider the waveguide loss for intuition.

From the continuity of field distribution at the boundary be-
tween two domains and Eq. (3), one can obtain the following
relation for the expansion coefficients:

c2

c1
≈ (mo − p)mo

pmo + 1
exp

[(
ke

d − ko
d

)
t

2

]
. (9)

Here, p = 1 for symmetric incident mode and p = −1
for antisymmetric mode. While the SPP propagates along
the waveguide, the field distribution in the z direction
varies due to difference in propagation constant between
the odd and even modes �β = βe − βo. If we remind the
assumption t/δ � 1 and g/εd � 1, �β is approximately
expressed as [39]

�β ≈ 2β0

1 − ε2
d/ε

2
m

1

(−εm − εd )1/2

√
g2

c + g2, (10)

where the first term is due to difference in wavenumber
between the odd and the even modes in the absence of
the external magnetic field and the second term is due to
the magnetic field. Here, we note that the first term equals
to the second term when g = ±gc.

Now, we define a field intensity contrast between interfaces
of the waveguide as

R =
(∣∣Hy

(
x, z = t

2

)∣∣2 − ∣∣Hy
(
x, z = − t

2

)∣∣2∣∣Hy
(
x, z = t

2

)∣∣2 + ∣∣Hy
(
x, z = − t

2

)∣∣2

)
max

. (11)

FIG. 3. Scheme of magnetoplasmonic mode converter.
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FIG. 4. The process of magnetoplasmonic mode conversion. (a) Symmetric/antisymmetric mode conversion. (b) Antisymmetric/
symmetric mode conversion. (c) The conversion efficiency of the plasmonic mode converter. The solid line is a fitted curve of the numerical
results(circle). Here gc = 0.042 and Lc = 16 µm have been calculated by Eqs. (6) and (14). Other parameters are the same as in Fig. 1(b). We
did not consider the waveguide loss for intuition.

At a propagation length L = π/Re�β, the contrast R is ob-
tained as a following simplified form by using Eqs. (4), (5),
and (8)–(11),

R(s)a = (−)
2g/gc

1 + (g/gc)2 , (12)

where the superscript s and a represent symmetric and an-
tisymmetric incident mode, respectively. In Eq. (12), when
g = ±gc, the contrast R becomes its extreme value ±1 and
the high contrast is reversed by switching the magnetic field
direction and the incident mode type: symmetric or antisym-
metric. Here, R = 1 means that the field is concentrated to
the upper interface of the waveguide whereas R = −1 means
that the field is concentrated to the under interface of the
waveguide. Equation (12) implies another important relation,
which shows the reversal of high-contrast field distribution by
magnetic field direction inversion and mode switching,

R(g) = −R(−g),

Ra = −Rs. (13)

Figures 2(b) and 2(c) show the reversal relation of the contrast
R in the magnetoplasmonic waveguide, as shown in Fig. 2(a).
In Fig. 2(b), we can see the analytical and numerical results
of the contrast R according to the gyration g. The red and
blue color represent the symmetric and antisymmetric inci-
dent mode, respectively. The analytical results are calculated
by Eq. (12) and the value of gc (=0.042) is calculated by
Eq. (6). Figure 2(c) shows the numerical simulation results of
|Hy|2 distribution for the points A-D in b). Here, one should
pay attention to the fact that, despite the different incident
mode, the field distribution of A and B, C and D are very
similar. If we inverse the gyration at the high-contrast point
(R = 1) in panel A of which incident mode is symmetric, the
output mode will be antisymmetric as in panel B. This is the
principle to achieve a mode conversion.

At the value of gc, using Eq. (10), a characteristic propaga-
tion length Lc for the high contrast are obtained by

Lc ≈ π

4
√

2k0

(
εmεd

εm + εd

)−1/2(
1 − ε2

d

ε2
m

)(−εm

εd

)
et/2δ. (14)

In contrast to gc, Lc exponentially increases with the increase
of the metal film thickness t . If the propagation length in-
creases, it causes larger waveguide loss. Thus, an appropriate
value of thickness should be selected.

Based on the above results, we suggested a magnetoplas-
monic mode converter. The configuration is shown in Fig. 3. It
has a gyration-managed waveguide link. Each linking waveg-
uide has a length of Lc and a gyration of −gc or gc. As a result,
the net gyration in the system is zero. Input SPP mode is inci-
dent to the left port of the converter, and the converted mode is
output to the right port. Figure 4 shows the conversion process
of the mode converter. As can be seen in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b),
the incident symmetric mode is perfectly converted to the
antisymmetric output mode, and vice versa. In Fig. 4(c), we
estimated the efficiency of the suggested converter. As can be
seen, the converting efficiency is more than 98% from 780 nm
to 820 nm, and more than 90% in a wide band from 750 nm to
850 nm. These results guarantee the ultrahigh efficiency and
broadband characteristics of the converter. Here, the conver-
sion efficiency is calculated as a percentage of the targeted
mode in the intensity of the output field. And we assumed that
gc = 0.042 and Lc = 16 µm calculated by Eqs. (6) and (14).
While for the sake of physics discussion we did not consider
the waveguide loss. We have performed numerical simulations
taking into account the absorption in the metal and the BIG
(not shown in figures) using the experimental data for the
permittivity of silver [43] and the optical loss parameter (the
absorption coefficient), 300 dB/cm, for the BIG [44] showing
an insertion loss of about 10 dB (a transmission of 10%)
for the case of 32 µm length as for Fig. 4(a) and the lower
insertion losses for the shorter length. Here, the influence of
the absorption in the BIG is quite smaller than that of the ab-
sorption in the metal. We note that the absorption in the metal
and the BIG does not induce noticeable deterioration to the
conversion performance (the conversion efficiency) keeping
the 98% efficiency.

In conclusion, we studied analytically and numerically a
magnetically induced mode asymmetry and a plasmonic
mode conversion in the metal slab waveguide with
gyration-managed waveguide link with zero net gyration.
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Based on the study, we proposed a symmetric/antisymmetric
and antisymmetric/symmetric mode converter with ultrahigh
conversion efficiency of more than 98%. The suggested
device has a simple structure based on the metal slab

waveguide and the high-speed switching capability by using
the MO effect. Such a mode converter can be of great
importance in the design of high-integration nanophotonic
circuits.
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